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ABSTRACT
The Valus of energy technology R&D as an insurance

investment to reduce the cost of climate change stabilization,
oil @ce shocks, urban air pollutiom and energy disruptions is
estimated to be $5-8 billion/year in sum total. However, the
total thatisjustified ia actually leas thanthiaaumbecauae
some R&D is applicable to more than one risk. Nevertheless,
the total DGE investment m energy tedtnology R&.D (about
$1.3 billion/year in FY97) seems eaaily justied by its
innmmce value alonq arul in fat% lnme might be Wsrranti
particularly m the areas related to climate change ad urban air
pollution. This conclusion appears robust ewm if the private
sector is assumed to be investing a comparable amount. Not
counted is the value to the economy ad to U.S.
competitiveness of better energy technologies that may result
fmmthe R=, only theinaurancevrdue formducing the cost
of these four risks to society was Anmted.

INTRODUCTION
Gvcr the past decade(1985-1994) the total U.S.

investmcmt m energy R&D (public and private) demased from
about $7 bdliodyear to $5 bfiort/yeu (in 1995 constant
dollma) (Yergin et al., 1995, and Dooley, 1996). W same
trend was observed m the public sectors for other Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (GECD)
countries, where the combined investments declined by $3
biUkm/year or25%in realterms overthedecade. Gnly Japan
and Switzerland increased spending (Dooley, 1997).

The united statesspendsabout $550 bmon/yesr for *ls
and electricity. Thus, about 1% of energy costs are spent on
R&D. The United States invests some $175 billion per year on
all R&D, of which about $75 billion is federal, with more than
halfofrhat fordefense. Thus, only about 3%oftotal R&Dis
spent on energy, llhhOUgh energy comprises at hat 8% of
GDP.
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So what? Why should anyone care? After all, there is no
energy crisis (ad thexe hasn’t been one for 17 years, if one
excludes the very brief price excursion after the invasion of
Kuwait in 1990} energy prices ~ Stih2 d genedy low;
and most environmental insults !iotn energy pduction and
use are being reduced. Arguably this irnprwed situation is the
resul~ at least partially, of the development snd deployment
over the past two decdcs of better energy technologies.

But itnpmant risks r- and energy seems too
important to ignore, as Jack Gibbons, Assistant to the
kesident far Science snd Technology, has recently noted
(Science and Government R- 1996): “...But if you tilnk
about i~ evmything comes back to energy our global
environmental strategies, our national economy, local and
regional air pollutio~ the notion of moving toward a more
resource-efficient society, national security in terms of the
Middle ESSL the burgeoning rcquirememts of the Third World,
especially the AAtn - _ c~ back to energy.”

Jn what follows, four of these risks sre deacrii and the
potential for energy R&.Dto provide inmmnce to rechw the
costofthe riaksiadiacmd. h value of this insurance is
estimated and mmpared to the cllrmmt DGE energy technology
R&D investments.1 Successful R&D is a nece+wary means to
reduce costs, but it is not necessarily sufficient for the full
management of these risks. Gther policies to stimulate R&D
by the private sector or to encourage the early adoption of
resulting kter technologies may be needed as part of the
insurance strategy.

WHAT ARE THE IMPORTANT RISKS TO
SOCiETV FOR WHiC!i R&D CAN PROViDE
SOME iNSURANCE?

Four risks are mnsidcrd climate change, oil price shocks,

urban air @hltiOIl, and energy SySh2111disruptions Ok than



oil.2Theae mriaksbornebysociety andassuch are the
concern of government. To the extent that the risks can be
reduced by R&D, government should provide the necessary
sponsorship or encouragement W private sector alone is
Unlikely tocarry outorsponaor the necessary R&D becauaeit
is unable to capture suftiient return on its investment in a
reasonable time. Nevertheless, the private sector must be a
partner With government if R&D is to be most effective at
reducii the costs of risks.

Potentially adverseclimate change caused by emissions of
greenhouse gases, partkukly CQ tkorn the combustion of
fossil fuels, is a hundred-year global problem. Tlw extent and
impact of temperature change is unc@ahL Ssisthemstof
mitigation (Lave 1995). Nevertheless, should it prove
necessary, mitigating climate change will have a profound
effect on the energy systems of the world which are 75%
~t on fOSSil fld tiy. We sre fti with either
greatly cudling the use of fossil fuels or f- ways to use
them without putting ~ into the atmosphere. Recently,

Wlgley et al. (1996) have estimated the cost of optimally
timed mitigation strategies fm stabilizing the at2nosphere at
various levels of Q concentrations. ‘I%eanalysis takea into

account the evolution of energy technologies, the turnover of
capital stock SINl the growth of Wedd ~es and
population. They calculated that the diw%”iiiuedpresent-value
cost to the global economy of stabilizing the atmosphere at
550 ppm(v) is about $1 trillkm dismunted at 5%.

Subsequently, E&mmda et al.(1997) estimated that this
Costcmlld bereduced to nearly Zeroif certain advanced
technologies were developed and deployed beginning in the
2015-2025 time period. These include non-fossil electric
generation technologies Produc@ electricity for kas than
$0.04/kW-hr, biomass fuels with a cost of $1,5-2.4KlJ, and
high-efficiency fuel-cdl vehicles cmnpetitive in cost and

l=f~ with the beat internal-combustion-engine
vehicles. Obviously, climate change is one risk for which

energy technology R&D can make an enormous difference, and
given the un=rtam“tieaabout theriaks, doing the R&D would
seun to provide a very low-ms~ effective, and prudent
insurance. Note that in this calculation by Edmonds et al. no
Stte2npt ismadeto eatimate whatmightbe saved bystabiMng
the atmospheric concentration of ~ at 550 ppm(v) in
avoided “bad effecxs” from exceeding that level. Calculating
‘%ad effects” is very uncxmbL aotheemphasis was on the
potential for advancedtechnology to reduce mitigation costs
instead.

An importantdebateism progressasa result of the W@ey
et al. (1996) analysis. One school suggests that the immediate
action needed today is R&D to produce better technologies.
Theother whocdarguea thatoneneods to force thereduclionof
~ emissions now by masures such as a carbon tax (e.g.,
Grub 1996). Both sides agree, however, that R&D to produce
better technologies is mxtdad now. But one camp wants to
force reductions immediately, and the other wants to delay,

bc4xuae forcing the system too amxl ia not the way to
minimim overall costs of stabilizing at Some’ particular Coa
cmcentration.Those who believe the system should be f~
nOW que that such forcing WM ah Stilnllht.S R&D and
innovation by the private sector.

Monopolistic pfiCi21g of Oii by the fkganization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPIK) cartel has been
estimated to have coat the U.S. economy some $4 tdllion over
the period 1973-1991 (Greene and Leiby, 1993). A substantial
fkaction of this loss mxnured as a result of oil price shocks in
1973-74 and 1979-80 because of the Arab oil embargo of
1973-74 and the Iran-Jraq W= of 1979-81. The losses to the
Us. economy included transfer of wealth to 0P132 countries,
deaeases m the rate of growth of GDP, and costs resulting
from non-optimum @icies (Greene and Leiby, 1993).

Could SUChShOCkS happen again? Since 1986 OPEC,
especially the Arab members of OPEC, have been regaining
world market share. This is the condition that returns power for
manipulating prices to a Stackelberg cartel (Greem et al.,
1995, and Greenq 1996). It ia the condition that concema the
community who worry about energy security (Martin et al.,
1996) and @ because of the large amount of world oil
reserves remaining in the Middle Eaa~ become more likely
with time. Greene et al. (1995) model the behavior of OPEC
and Snalp the case of 8 short-term (two-ye@ oil supply
cmtadmmt of the same magnitude as occuned in 1973-74- or
1979-80. If this were to occur in the middle of the next *
when Arab OPIKYSmarket share has risen to about 40%, the
loss to the U.S. economy would be $500 billion+ and Arab
~ WOllkigain about the SSlne.amount (Gr~ 1996, and
GreerE et al., 1995). The Strategic Pettuleum Reserve is not
effective against such a large curtadmen~ but what might be
effective are technologies that ~ oil use through
efficiency improvements or mm attractive replacements and
inmeaae the price elasticity of demarxl md supply. Such
technologies are beii developed by the Partnership for a New
Generation of Vehicles (PNGV) among the automotive big
threeand the governmen~ which aims to bring to market a
cwst-effective five-passenger cm with 80-mpg fuel efficiency
that does not sacritice performance or safety.

We do not know what the probability or timing of another

oil price shock are. Some believe the probability is very small
(Bohi and Tom- 1996, and Lichtblaq 1994). Nevertheless,
the coat of such a shock could be veq large. Ag~ R&D to
develop technologies to reduce these large coats may be
inexpensive insurance.

As in the case of climate stabilization othea policies
might beeffective. Onemightbe atax onoiluaeor-. If
large CS20ugh, this would retard oil use md likely stimulate
R&D or other strategies. The drawback ia that it could be very
expensive to the economy, as high as $100 billion/year
depend@ on how the revenues are used (GAO, 1996).



Much of urban air pollution is because of energy use in
vehicles and indumry and m the production of electric power.
The reauking incresd medical coats ad time lost fkom jobs
Srenotwen quantifidb uttheyaremrtairdy largexthan$lo
billion/year, an estimate for the h Angeles Baain alone (Hall
et al., 1992, and Romm smd Ervii 1996). Estimates of air
pollution costs for the whole country from motor vehicle
emissions range km $20-300 billion per year. (See an
excellent summary by McCubbin and Deluccti 1996). Much is
being done, and air quality in most U.S. cities is improving.
Important weapons to assure continued improvemmt are
cleaner and more cost-effective snergy technologies. R&D is
the price of these better technologies, and the pay-off is
reduced pollution at less -t. This risk is a bit diffennt from
the others. In this case we know that air pollution causes
damages, although we* not know exactly how to price the
damages. Energy R&D can lead to technologies that can be
used to reduce the damages at less cost. R&D is not insurance
against the probability of an umxrtam“ bad consequence. In
this casethe badconsequence is actually omuning, and the
R&D may reduce the cost of mitigation.

The principal policy for reducing urban air pollution is
regulatiw including marketable emission limits and ambient
air standmds. In California and other states the sale of zero-
emission vehicles is mmdatcd byearly inthenextdecade. No
doubt these policies also act to stimulate R&D and innovation.
These incentives complement government R&D programs.

D~
‘m Us. energy inframw ture is remarkably resilient to

disruptions. Disruptions * occur, however, generally related
to naturrd phenomena such as weather. Disruptions can be
expnaive and even hazardous to human health and well-being.
Because of regulatory changes ~y to occur b to
competition in the electric system reliability could suffer, but
there m many other potential c- ranging fium aging
infrastnmure to sabotage.

Remotely located infrastructures for pipes and wires have
always provided tempting targets for physical assaults, but m
have yet to exprience a major act of sabotage in the U.S. that
resulted in a substantial power outage. On the other han~
sabotage m South Arrwr@ fic~ md Europe has been mmh
more fiequcat snd has caused outages of several WeCkS(~ce
of Technology Assessment 1989). Recent everIts in the U. S.,
however, have caused speculation that physical terrorism
might beonthe riseinthiscmmtry.

A ~wing dqdemce on COUUmlniCatiOIIS and
information management in energy delivery systems,
however, has added a new terrorist-related risk. ‘Whim collar”
saboteurs wielding electronic rmd computer-based “weapons”
pose an even greater threat of dismption than physical assaults
on our energy &lively systems. Information has always been
important to managing electric trsnamission systems, less so
for distribution. To give some perspective on this dependence,
one utility reported having 20,000 PCs, two mainframes, 460
LAN and a cmpmate dambase of 1.45 terabytes (Danielson,

1993). But the volume of da@ the speed with which it must be

_ d its irnlmrtanm to maintaining secure and stable
systems have all beta growing in both electric transmission
and distribution systems. Control systems are becoming
increasingly reliant on electronic ad computer-based devices
and systems. Although these control systems are isolated from
the general public, making access relatively diftkul~ they are
~bably not immune to attack. plans by some Utities ding
for the use of the Internet for energy brokering,
wmmmidng with customers in “real-time” (Hoffman, 1996)
and other forms of electronic commerm will likely incmaae the
vulnerability to this form of disruption.

Simultaneous attacks on control systems throughout a
regional grid could be made by electronic and physical

ly, grid operators do not have the sametermriats. Unforhmate
degreeof sophistication in tools and experience to deal with
these forms of disruptions as for those caused by weather, for
example. The consequences of disrupdons caused by electronic
tampering, consequently, have the potential to dti those
firm more conventional causes, like losing a major intertie
because of grounding to a tree.

Perhaps the most pervasive. yet subtle, factors m energy
delivery systems relidility are the impending pressures of
competition and mnv regulatory requimrmmts. Although
electi loads have increased at about 2% annually over the last
decade, very little capacity has been a&&d to the transmission
systems dwing this time. This construction hiatus has been
attributed m part to siting difficulties, tit at costs
approaching a million dollars a rnilq capital has also been a
factor (HoffmarL 1996). Consequently, dmirss to increase
assetUtilizadon and cut Costa cm cause delivery systems to be
operated much closer to their design limits and can thus raise
the exposure to disruptions. This exposure is cmnpounded
because, with current technology, one rarely knows wlwre the
limit truly is.

Fortunately, tie are a number of potential solutions for
mitigating many energy delivery system reliability problems.
Some of these involve the development of better
technologies, rncluding enhnced systems monitoring,
analysis, sensors, and control deviceq advanced operating and
maintenance techniques; improved and hardened information
sys~, new energy storage and generation (including on-site
applications} expanded energy load managemen~ ad new
materials.

HOW MUCH IS THE INSURANCE WORTH?
Here a rough estimate is rnde of Iww much society should

bewilling topayinthe formof R&Dasinsurance toreduce the
potential coats of mauaging the four risks. There is much
~ty in the numbers. Conservatism was applied in the
sense that the pbabilities of losses are estimated on rhe low
side of the range of uncertainty. The choices and calculations
are exposed. Fiiy, the potential insurance value of R&D
investments sre compmed with the actual FY97 DOE budget
applicable to each risk area.



TABLE 1. THE INSURANCE VALUE OF ENERGY R&D INVESTMENTS FOR VARIOUS RISKS.

Ibtential cm to
Us. (c)

(times)

RObbility of
incurring cost (p)

(times)

Effectivenessof R&D
toredwecmt(q

(equals)

Insurance premium
value of R&D (V)

mE’s FY97 investment
in MD relevant to
this risk (see Table 2)

Urban ●lr
Cllmato chango 011 pries shock pollution

25% of$lO(K)B = $5(MB >$20B/y
$250B

0.25 for 550 pptn(V) 0.1 cumulative total LO (owurrin g now)
a less fer next 10 years

0.548 0.14.2 (conservative 0.2 in 10 years

8=9 (~ “w gwss)

$2-3Bly for $1-2Bly for >$2Bly
15 years S years (discounted

at S%)

$lB/y $o.mly $0.7B/y

Erwgy
disruptions

$26EVyforelectricity
~ ~-

1.0 (omrrin g now)

1O%X(10-3O%)=1-3%
in 10 years (cmservative

W=)

$0.2-O.5B/y
(discounted
at S%)

$0.4B/y

Foreech risk we calcub the value as followtx

V=CpE , (Eq. 1)

where Viathevalue of R&Daainsur~ Cis the net present
discounted cost of the loss, p is the probability of suffering
the loss, and E is the effectiveness of R&D to reduce the COSL
should the 10SSactually be incwred. The effectiveness, E, is
equal to the sum over all relevant technologies of the product
of the probability of R&D success for any technology over
some number of years of R&D rnVeatmenL times the potential
of that technology for reducing the coat. Table 1 summarizes
thenumbera usedinthis equation.

c-
Itiaaa_ after Edmonda etat. (1997), thtR&DC~

reduce the coat to world societies of stabiliziq the climate at
550 ppm(V) by $1 trillion diacmwd net present value.
Purther, we assume thst the probability of needingto stabilize
at this level or below is 25%, so the nations of the world
should be willing to spend at least $250 billion to obtain the
needed edvmced technologies to save $1 trillion. The
investment would _ to be made OVCIthe next 15 y=$, and
the annual spending rate @tiled is hence $17 billion. The
U.S. share in the inveatmen~ prated at its current level of
emissions is about 25%, thus the U.S. should be willing to
invest up to $4 btidyear.

In this calculation the crucial number is, of course, the 25%
asaumedprobability that the climate must be stabiked at 550
ppm(v) or less. The number can be rationalize Inu not
juatifii. Clearly, the move by the United Stetes ami other

OBCDcountriestosetfirm goals for emissions of greenhouse
gases indicates the SeriOuaneaa with which many view the risk
(wii 1996). The 25% number says that there is one chance
in four that the wdd cmmnuniiy witl &cide to stabilize
emissions at 550 ppm(V) or less. If stabilktion must occur at
lower concsmtrationa, the value of advanced technologies
Would begreater, butthetime for development wouldbe
shorter. The reverse applies to the case where the Stabilization
concentration is greater than 550 ppm(V). For exampl~ if
stabilization at 450 ppm(V) were requir~ advanced
technology wouktaave three adahalftimcd aamuchas for the
550 Ppm(V) case, provided it was available 10 years earlier
(Edmonda et al., 1997). If stabikation at 650 ppm(v) were
requiral sdvanced technology might save only one third as
ma ad the time for developing the technology would be
stretched another decade or SO.

‘the effectiveness of R&D we estimate to be somewhere
between 0.5 and 0.8. We do this because we believe there is a
high probability of technological slwxsa m the next 15
years, assuming that adequam investments continue to be
made. That is, we think there is a good chance that non-fossil
sources of electricity at less than $.04/kW-hr, blomaas
feedstocks in the range of $1 .5-2.5/OJ, and fuel-cell-powered
vehicles competitive with intend combustion vehicles are
possible. To achieve these goals will require a determined and
continuing effort. On this basis, the overatl insurance value of
this R&D is between .S2 and 3 b~mdyear to the U.S.

The FY97 DOE energy technology R&D budgel was
analyzed for relevance to this climate change risk. The results
arepreaented in Table 2. Tiwy indicate thatin FY97the~



TABLE 2. HOW MUCH IS ENERGY R&D WORTH: THE INSURANCE VALUE OF DOE INVESTMENTS (All budgst amounts In $M)

~~uMJhQum ~
FY97 Rolo- Budget Rolo- Budget Rolo- Budget Rolo= Budget

Energy tsohnologlss or R&D ●rea Budget vanes sharo vanco sharo vanes shsrs vsnco sharo

Fossil Energy R&D
Coal,includingcleancoal

Advmcedck?anfiKkmsealCb
Adv.CleWefficientpowersystems
AdvSxedR&TD
c2eancQld

Petmieum
Misc.R&D(mining cooperative,etc.)
Gas

Naturalgasmseamh
FuelCdk

Progmm &velopment& mgmt.support
Plantandcapitalequipment

Energy conservation
Tmnqwtah

Buildings
Policy & management

Renewable R&D
Photovoltaics
Biofhels
sohxbuikiingmsearch
Solarthtmnalenergy
Wd
ReneTvableinceativeprogram
Rmourccsw@sment
SolwSndnmewableenergydeployment

Hydrogen
Hydmpmver
Electxic energy systems and starsge
Policy and mansge’ment

368
*118
**16
**69
**18
**15
*46
●13
*120
**70
**M
*69
9

400
*175
*118
*81

‘%

26S
*60
*55
*3
*22
*29
●2
*1
*2
*3O
*15
*1
*32
*13

varies 190.5

L
M
H
L
L
L
H

-H
H
H
H

-H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

58.7
3.2
34.5
18
3
9.2
2.6
120

374
175
118
81

252
60
55
3
22
29
2
1
2
30
15
1
32

varies 254.5
M-H 88.5

H46

H 120

varies 333.5
H 175
H 118
M 40.5

varies 116.6
L 12
H 55
L 0.6
L 4.4
L 5.8
L 0.4
L 0.2
Ml
L6
H 15
L 0.2
M 16

varies 231.2
VAes 102

H69
H 18
H 15
L 9.2

H 120

varies 333.S
H 175
H 118
M 40.5

varies 139.95
M30
H 55
H3
L-M 7.7
L-M 10.15

H2
L-M 10.5
H 15
L 0.2
L 6.4

varjes 56.8
L 23.6
L 3.2
L 13.8
L 3.6
L3
L 9.2

L24

M 187
M 87.5
M 59
M 40.5

varies 169.9
H60
H 55
M 1.5
L 4.4
L 5.8

H2
L6
L3
L 0.2
H 32



TABLE 2, Cont.

~~umuuwmM ~
FYQ7 Ralo- Budgot Rolo- Budget Rolo- Budget Rolo- Budget

Energy tochnotoglos or R&D ●rea Budget vanco sharo vanco sharo vanco sharo vanco sharo

Renewable R&D, cont.

Nuclear fiiion 57 -H 42
Lightwaterxcactor *38 H 38
NucleartechnologyR&D *O HO
Univ. rcscamhreactorsupporg&misc. *4
-titidm=8-

H4
*15

Nuclear Fusion 233 M 116.5

L 11.4 L-M 19.95 varies 7.6
L 7.6 L-M 13.3 L 7.6

L 0.8 L-M 1.4
L3 L-M 5.25

Total energy technology R&D 1323 975 716 724.6 421.3

Office of Energy Research (not
including fusion) 1184

Basic _ * @m) *641

computational & Ethnology rcscarc h (CTR) *154
Biological & cnvimnmcntal maearch (BER) *389

TOTAL energy R&D incl. BES, CTR,
and BER 2507

Notex R&Dina "vam-y&~tti wmtbonenkthwtk- ~@m_&tifi-dd up@mom-*e Wkd@ti. Nti
!?’.included under salon is any part of the $382M for the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management that is funded in part by a tax on utilities with nuclear

power plants for the purpose of establishing a permanent
T

itory for spent nuclear fuel. Also, no
r P

of the $632Mbud for the Office of Nonprolifemtion
and National Security is included. Also, not included is $ M beingspent on inertial fusion researc associatedwithnu ear weapona by DOE Defense
Programs. Some significant part of the budget of the Office of Energy ReseaA is applicable as basic reeeamh support fiw the energy technologies, but allocation
to each risk area is unknown.

● = included in total shown in bold above

%
-=includdinca
H=highrelevance

ry total above, marked with*
e assume the whole budget counts for that particular risk.)

M=mediumAevance(half thebudgetcounts)
L = low relevance (0.2 of the budget counts)
Blank space = the R&D counts zero or ia included in a higher-level total



bsaisof theabove argumut whether such anincmaae canbe
spent wisely 8nd efficiatly is another ques~ one that
should be examined vuy carefully. Also, it should b noted
that the government R&D investment often leverages a
substantial matching contribution from the private sector, so
the government investment underestimates the relevant total
national effort. Recently, for example, the insurance industry
worldwide is Worning increasingly concerd about ways to
mitigate greenhouse gas emissions, including encouraging
energy efficiency ad R&D (Mills, 1996). It sees these
measurassahedge againstnatural disasters spawnedby
climate change. Stiu there are significant R&D opportunities
that are not being explored or that cuuld be explored more
aggressively.

Recently, Williams (1996) has suggested that fossil fuels
cm be used in a greenhouse-constrained economy that uses
hydrogen to power vehicles. The idea maybe feasible if fuel
cells become the powes source of ~eference for high-
efhiency, high-performance vehicles, and if these mate a
demand for a hydrogm-fueled transportation sector. In a
greenhouse+mnstrained society, fossil fuels may still be the
least expensive way to produce hydrogen, eves if the CQ
produced m its manufacture must be sequestered in depleled gas
wells or deep saline aquifers. To examine this possibility,
reaearch onsequestering CQisneeded sswellesnmreworkon

fuel cells and the themlochemical processes forproducing
hydrogen. Thisis R&Dthet could beaddedto thepresent JX)E
research agenda or be the justMcetion for more intensive
investment in areas already !hrled at some level. Another
critical aspect of this possibility is the production of
hydrogen from biomass, with end without sequestering. Work
is needed on biomass and municipal solid waste gasification
(williams, 1997).

A secondareswhere increasedR&Dmkht have siimificsnt
promise is for improving the nuclear fi~ion opti~. Here,
more R&D might be directed at proliferation resistance, more
fool-proof reactor safety, and cost reduction (Fukeraon and
Andersm 1996).

A third area is R&D based specifically on technologies
attractive to developing nations. Their choices will be crucial
to mitigating this risk, An example might be the development
of a small-scale biomass electric generator for rural
electrification that is also cost-effective, efficienL and user-
-friendly and that can cogenerate electric power and process
heat.

911Pri- Sh%k
Thecostto theU.S. economy of an oil price shock could

behslfatrillion dollars, amlitcould occur anytime after the
Arab core of GPEC regains sufficient market slmm which is
likely to happen after the middle of the next decade (Greene,
1996). Suppose the probatdity of such a shock is 1% per year
over the &xt 10 years (a cumulative probability of 0.1), then
we should be willing to pay up tu $50 bflkn over that period
to avoid the loss of S500 billion. (The world has experienced

three such shocks over the peat 23 years, so that the

probabtity Cdd arguably be as high as 10% per year. The
third shock When kq illVS(kdKuwait WSSminor, becduse Saudi
Arabia greatly expanded production to compensate the loss of
Irq’s aml Kuwait’s oil.) It should be no~ however, that the
probability of en oil price shock is not constant with timq but
it increases as GPEC and particularly h GPIZ countries
increase their market share. Thus we should be willing to spend
more es time goes on.

As Greene (1996) points OUL however, developing
technologies that significantly reduce oil demard, or that
increase the short-term price elasticity of dunand or supply,
will not be easy. If wwconservatively sssume R&Dcen reduce
the cost by only 10 to 20% (i.e., the effectiveness of R&D is
Oldy 0.1 to 0.2), then we should be W- to invest up to
about SO.5-1 billion/yesr over the next 10 years or $1-2
billion/yesr over the next 5 years. Hem tke is an implicit
assumption that the Mter technologies resulting horn R&D
are also cost-effective and penetrate the market.

This estimate of insursnos value is conservative in two
respects. FirsL the assumed probability of a future oil price
shock is on the Iow side. It could be as high es 0.7 (rather than
0.1) in the next decade if one assumed the experience of the
past 25 years applies (e.g., -10% per year probability of a
shock). Secon& the effectiveness of advanced technology was
estimated on the assumed resulting reduction m oil use and
increase in domestic supply, without taking credit for any
increases in the short term price elasticities of supply and
demand. Hxtheinaumce value could beat least a factor of
seven greater than assumed or $3.5 to 7 IVYover 10 years.

Cum@, the DGE is apmding about $0.7 billion/year on
R&D that is relevant to this oil price shock risk as indicated
in Table 2. That this investment is close to WhSt might be
estimated as prudent insurance is perhaps not an accident. After
m the oil psice shocks of the 1970s led to creating DCIEin
the first pke. DGE estimated for the Government Account@
Gffice (1996) the reduction in oil use snd the increase in
domestic oil production that could result from LX)E’s R&D
efforts as 2.9 miUii bawels of oil per day equivalent by 2010
orabout 16%ofcurrent oil use. Tkcustofthis R&D was
about $0.8 billion in FY96. This is cutairdy consisttmt with
the estimate from Table 2 and the assumption of 20% savings
possible. It is probably a valid observatio~ however, that
DGE has not looked systanatically or strategically at the role
that R&D can play to mdwe the oil price shock risk. For
example, there has been no study of the options for increasing
the price elasticity of supply and demand.

It should also be noted that the cost of an oil price shock is
assumed here to be roughly proportional to the amount of oil
usedin the economy. This ianotright indet@butit isa
reasonable first ●pproximation. Thus, if improved
technologies reduce the use of oil the cost of the shock is
assumed to be rdceci proportionately. How elasticities
change with the introduction of advanced technologies is not
know but the change will likely afki to the effectiveness of
R&D (Greene, 1996).



Again considerable @wte-sector R&D investmat is
relevant to this risk. The DOE investment often leverages that
of private fimw. lb overall relevant investment is liily in
the ballpark of double the S0.7 billiodyear spent by DOE.
(Yagin et al., 1995)

Po-
Therange of estimates for the health costs of air ~llution

from vehicles alone is $20-300 billion per yar (McCubban
and DelucchL 1996). To be umservative, we have chosen the
lower bound. suppose that PNGv and other advanced energy
technologies will reduce urban pollution by 20% in 10 years.
The present-worth value of that savings (assuming a 5%
discount rate) would be greater than $2 bflion/year. Society
shouldb ewillin gtopayu ptothisamount for R&D@ invent
the better technologies needed. In this casq the effectiveness
of R&D is included inthe20% number in Table 1.

Prom Table Z lX)E R&D relevant to this risk is about $0.7
billion/year. Hence, the DOE investment aceans well justified.
It is also _ however, that the private sector is investing
atleaat asmuchas IX)Etoreducc theemissions firnn road
vehicles and other energy soume.s. In f~~ the ~E investment
iaoften leveraged bythc private Sector, asinthe caseof
PNGV. Even with doubling the S0.7 billion/year, a larger
national investment may be wsmmted.

av Di~
Hae w concentrate on the electricity supply system,

recognizing that the natural gas md petroleum systems are
also vulnerable to disruptions. In U electricity outages m the
U.S. are es- to cost OVeX $26 billion@ar @of, 1991).
Blackouts of a few hours have been estimated to cost between
$1 and $5 per ki10W8tt km @ffice of Technology
Assessment 1989). ane estimate puts the cast of the New
York City blackout of 19774ne of the most extensively
stmiied outages fkom a cost point of view-at almost $350
million dollars (Offii of Technology AsessmenL 1989).
Today, that cost would likely be much higher. As another data
poin~ until the denting of the Californi@regon Intertie,
energy customers m southern Crdifornia wcm saving, on the
average+ $1 milliordday by purchasing Pacific Northwest
energy (Hardy, 1996). The derating was made to avoid outages,
and the cost to consumers of the atkled reliability was $1
miUion/day. Similar data for the cost of gas pipeline
disruptions m not available. Based on data from the U.S.

~t of Tr~ti~ however, property losses km
gas pipeline incidents from 1984 through 1994 wsm about
$340 million. Data on collateral damages me not know but
there is anecdotal evidence of businesses that have been shut
down during natural gas &lively dimuptions.

It is not clear what incentives deregulation will create for
electricity providers to take steps to improve reliability, but it
is not obvious that providers will be able to recover the full
value of R&D investments. The benefit is captured by
consumm, butarethere adequawmechanisms forthem to pay
the tdied cost? The role of government may be to encourage
the necessary investment through regulations or other policks

and to suppcnt or iwmtivise the needed R&D. Similar
arguments apply to other parts of the energy system.

If ovsr time better and more resilient technologies can be
developed and put in place, society should be willing to pay
some fraction of $26 bdlion/year to do the necessaty R&D.
Also, some small &action of such outages in the future may be
the result of sabotage or tee ad btter technologies
may reduce that risk. Suppose these better technologies may
reasonably reduce the cost by 10-30% or $3-9 billion/year in
10 years. ‘l%eprobability of R&D success is arguably greater

than 10%, so at least $0.3-0.9 billion/year R&.D investment
to invent cost-prevention technologies aeesna justifkd.

In Table 2 the enumeration of R&D relevant to energy
diarupdona other than oilisestimated to be about $0.4 billion
for PY97. It should be mentioned that only a very small
portion of this R&D is addreased exclusively or primarily to
ener~ d~tion. There is no systematic R&D ~Ogrilln
within DOE for this purpose.

THE SPiN-OFF VALUE OF R&D
lb government investment in energy R&D seems w be

warranted on the basisof its insurance v- but it is likely to
pay off even if the probabilities of the four risks turn out to be
muchsmaller thaneatitnated here. This is becausc the
technologies developed as a result of the R&D are likely to
have value no matter what happens. (Estimates of the social
rate of R&D vary widely, but are in the range of 2L1OO% [see
the dmsion in the report by the National Sci~
FOUll&tiOtl, 1996].)

Cherish tothe U.S.economy is that itwon’tbe
competitive in the world market for energy technologies. Over
the next 15 to 20 years the market may grow to several trillion
dollars per year (for the sake of argument say it is $1
trilliort/year). The pofit on this might be 20% or $200
billion@ar. If the U.S. market share can be l(MO%, it would
be $2040 billion/yesr as U.S. profits. Suppose we require
500% return on energy R&D investmen~ then the U.S. private
sector should be Willing to invest up to $4-8 billion/year to
capture its share of the pfita.

Generally, we leave this sort of risk to the “invisible
m“ the working of the “ken marke~ and some srgue that
competitiveness is no business of government except to
assure a level playing field ad the “freeness of the market.”
Umier these circumstances, the public sector surely can take
cm of itself. Nevertheless, one of the spin-off benefits of
public sector investment m energy R&D as insurance against
societal risks is that the economy is or may be the benefactor
in that it becomes more competitive. After all, many other
countries face the same risks, and if the Us. is successful in
developing better technologies for redwing these risks, those
technologies me likely to be attractive in the global market.
They are also likely to be attractive to developing mtions ad
as suclL will contribute to the development of the poorer
countries of the world.

Another spin-offbenefitis obvious but important. R&D
success not only reducca the cost of risks, but it should



markedly reducethe costof rsmrgy services to b U.S.
economy.

MANAGEMENT NOTE
From this sort of analysis, perhaps a plausible and

defezmible answer can be drcived to the questim of how much
the government is justified in investing m energy R&D.
pmtherm~ this analysis should provide a basis for
examining what the governmen tistimg withrespect to each
risk and oppmhmity. This should provide clues about what is
missing andwhatis being done thatisless importam. It
should also provide a means for deteminiq when enough has
beendone andtheinvestment canlmdecreased. Finally, it may
provide a better means for explaining the med and rationale
for government energy R&Dpmgrams in terms thatsre more
understandable to the public and decision-makers.

CONCLUSION
Thevalue of R&D as an inmmnce investment to reduce the

-toftitibofc-q~ofi~atik-ti
pollution, and encsgy disruptions is estimated conservatively
to be greater than $5-8 billion/year m sum total. However, the
total thatisjustified isleestha nthissumbecauae some R&D
is applicable to more than one risk. For example, PNGV is, as
mentione4 a highly relevant technology to reducing the cost
of oil price shocks. It is also very important for climate
change and indeed for urban air pollutiom and even somewhat
for energy disruption risks. Consequently, in portioning the
DOE lmdget the transportation energy technologies (of which
PNGV is a part) wme counted fully for three of the four risks. In
this WXY,the IX)E R&D investment in each energy technology
area was given as much credit as possl%le for each@ area.

Nevertheless, the United States can pobably justify
Spending mmeinthemeasofc-ae andurban air
pollution and perhaps for oil price shocks. For climate
stabilization the justifiable investment is probably $1-2
billion/year more. If one assumes that the private sector is
CmIently mppmtmg“ relevant research comparable to the DOE
investment, then up to $1 bflion/yesr more is probably
justifiable.

In this analysis only the insurance value of the R&D
investment was estimated. No credit was given to the value
that may accrue to the economy because better technologies
me marketed as a result of the R&D investment.

1. callingthis investment in R&D an insurance prunium
aeunsareasonable butswtperfec tanalogy. In this casq an
investment is being madetomduce thecostof afuture
unceminrisk. Thatiswhy onetakesout insmnce, as a hedge

agsinst themstofenuncmtam “ risk. Ontheotherha@ when
one pays an insUZ- Ftillm the POticy is gUSX=-d to pay
Offifand whentheunc=tsm “ event occurs, andthisis not true
for R&D investment. There is no guarantee the investment will
succeed Still R&D may be the best hedge available to society
against the risk md its success rate will increase with

increasingR&D expenditure. The term “loss prevention
technology” might be a mere exact term, but it is also less
easily understood. For this mason “insurmlce” is the turn used
in this paper.
2. ’IIE fourrisks “dwcwsed here are not ● comprehensive set.
They are important and represent situations where market
forws alone xre unlikely to encourage adquate R&D. Other
risks tosociety deriving from energy ~ might
also be rschwcd by apprqriate R&D, such as eventual resource
depletion or the loss of control of nuclear materials.
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